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I. INTRODUCTION 
In a number of areas of applied mathematics, boundary value problems arise 
for which solutions of fixed sign have special significance. In heat conduction, 
for example, it is often the case that solutions which become negative are 
devoid of physical meaning. 
In a previous paper [Sj the authors have established the existence of positive 
solutions for a class of nonlinear ordinary differential equations of the form 
(1) 
on 0 < x < 1, subject to the boundary conditions 
u(0) - hr(0, u(0)) zc’(O) = 0, u’(l) = 0, (2) 
where h > 0 is a constant. Equation (1) describes steady-state heat conduction 
in one dimension (for variable conductivity Y and heat-source strength f) as 
well as other physically interesting phenomena (e.g., see [6]). 
Let BVP denote the boundary value problem (1) (2). 
Here, employing the methods used in [5] to prove existence results (sum- 
marized in Section 2), we first derive comparison theorems for problems of 
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the type BVP (Section 3). These results are applied, in Section 4, to an example: 
solutions of a given nonlinear problem are approximated uniformly closely by 
using step functions to bound the nonlinearity above and below. In Section 5 
a different type of result on close approximation is proved. Results about 
continuous dependence of solutions on parameters and nonlinear eigenvalue 
problems are then obtained (Section 6) with the aid of the comparison theorem. 
As in [5] we allow the functions Y and f  to have jump discontinuities in their 
dependence on x and U. The so-called Stefan problem [12] (which describes, 
for example, heat flow across a water-ice interfacej is a classical one in which a 
discontinuous nonlinearity occurs naturally. 
Problems with discontinuous nonlinearities may arise, however, in another 
way; namely, BVP with smooth nonlinearities may describe closely a physical 
problem, for which in general an explicit solution will be unavailable. Given 
such a problem, smooth but intractable, one way to proceed is to replace the 
smooth nonlinear functions r and f with piecewise-constant ones to derive an. 
approximate problem. The solution of this approximate problem is then taken 
as an approximation to the solution of the original problem. The comparison 
and approximation theorems presented here provide justification for this 
procedure under suitable hypotheses. Similar comparison results, but for 
smooth Y and more restricted boundary conditions, have appeared in [l]. 
Nonlinear eigenvalue problems of the type considered in Section 6 have 
been studied in many places, usually under much stronger smoothness assump- 
tions than ours. Such problems occur, for example, in heat conduction, elasticity, 
and nuclear reactor dynamics [2, 3, 7, 81. Such problems have also been treated 
as nonlinear versions of classical Sturm-Liouville problems [4, 9, Ilf. 
Of particular relevance to our results is a treatment of nonlinear eigenvalue 
problems admitting nonlinearities with jump discontinuities [lo]. But while 
in [lo] generalized solutions are sought (for partial differential equations) here 
we use entirely classical methods. 
2. EXISTENCE RESULTS 
We present first a summary of the existence theory developed in [5]. 
Let p and Q be nonnegative integers, M, ~1, and p positive real numbers, 
and h a nonnegative real number. 
Let I denote the closed unit interval 0 < s < 1, and let 
D, = ((x, a): x EI,O < u < & 
Let (fji> and (~~1 be two finite sequences of real numbers such that 
O=~~O(~<...<~~<~~+~=~ andO=~Lg<CC1<...<illq<~~~l=,~. 
We make the following assumptions on Y andf: 
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(R,) r(~, U) is defined on D, , and 0 < m < T(X, u) < 111 there; 
(RJ T(X, U) is continuous on (& , &+J x (,LL~, ps+J, with a continuous 
extension to [!fj , &+I] X ljh, pk+11, for 0 <-<j <P, 0 < k < 4; 
(Ra) for fixed x ~1, T(X, ~1) is nonincreasing in u; 
(FJ f(~, U) is defined on D, , anda(z)rJ~f(s,O)ds>OforO<~<<; 
(Fe) f(x, U) is continuous on (tj, &+i) x (pLI;, pr+r), with a continuous 
extension to [& , 5i+ll x [plr , ps+J, for 0 <cj <p, 0 < k < 4; 
(Fs) for fixed x E I, f(~, U) is nondecreasing in u; 
Pa) (h + m-l) J; J:f(s, p) ds do < P. 
I f  C(I) denotes as usual the Banach space of functions continuous on 1 with 
norm 
let 
lluil = SUP I 44 for xE1, 
K = {U(X) E C(1): 0 < U(X) < p on 1, U(X) is strictly increasing ‘on I). 
DEFINITION. A function U(X) is a solution to BVP if it is continuous on I; 
if U’(X) is piecewise continuous, while r(.lc, U(X)) U’(X) is continuous and has a 
piecewise-continuous derivative, on I; if U(X) satisfies the boundary conditions 
(2); and if it satisfies the differential equation (1) at all points of 0 < x < 1 
where (r(.t, U(X)) zJ(x)) and f(~, U(X)) are continuous. 
The existence theory for BVP is based on the following integral equation, 
denoted by IE: 
IE: U(X) = T[u](x) E h Sdf(~, U(S)) ds + j; “;;;; :i2;)ds do (0 < x < 1). 
(3) 
DEFINITION. A function U(X) is a solution to IE if, for all x: E I, U(X) is defined, 
the integrals in T[u] are defined, and (3) holds. 
The following theorems, proved in [Sj, summarize our existence results. 
THEOREM 2.1. Suppose u(x) E K; then u(x) is a solution to BVP if, and only 
if, it is a solution to IE. 
THEOREM 2.2. There exist functions -U(X) and U(X) in K such that: 
(i) g(x) and E(X) are solutions to BVP; 
(ii) if u(x) in K is a solution to BVP, then g(x) < u(x) < z?(s) for .X E I, 
(iii) the functions ZL(X) and Z%(X) are found by the following iteration schemes: 
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In view of (ii), we refer to u(x) and n(x) as the minimal and maximal solutions, 
respectively, to BVP in K. Further, also by (ii), aI1 solutions in K to BVP belong 
to the conical segment (g(x), C(X)>, where <j(x), g(x)> means the set of functions 
+:eo(~j:f(~j < W(X) <g(X) for N E1). 
3. COMPARISON THEOI~JZMP 
We shah compare BVP, consisting of (I) and (2) with boundary value 
problems BVP, (i = 1, 2, 3) of a simiIar form: 
B*, (r&9 W)’ + f&G 4 = 0 
1 
(0 < x < l), 
u(0) - hy$(o, u(0)) u’(0) = 0, d(lj = 0. 
Suppose that r(~e, u) and rr(x, U) satisfy (Rr) through f&), that fix, U) and 
fi(x, U) satisfy (J’r) through (8’s), that f(x, U> and h satisfy (F%>, and that jr(.x, ZJ) 
satisfies (F,) with h replaced by h, . 
Furthermore, suppose the following inequalities hold: 
(Cl> 12, < h; 
(C,) rI(s, u) Z r(x, u) on 0, ; 
(G) .f&, 24) < f b, u) on D, . 
By the existence theory in Section 2, BVP has minimal and maximal solutions, 
z; and 5, respectively, in K, while BVP1 has minimal and maximal solutions 
xl1 and .cl in K. 
Proof. We define the integral operator Tl by 
for all nonnegative functions U(X) for which the integrals exist (a set which 
includes Kj. By hypotheses (Ra) and (F& both T and T, are monotonic opwa- 
tors; that is, if 0 < U(X) < U(X) on I and all the integrals exist, then T[aJ(x) .< 
T[v](xj and T,[zr](x) < T,[v](x) f  or x E I. Further, hypotheses (C,-C,) imply 
that T,[uJ(.x) < T[u](x) for x ~1 whenever Tr and T are both defined on u. 
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We only prove m(x) < c(x) on 1, the inequality @r(x) < U(X) following in 2 
similar manner. By Theorem 2.2, ~~(3) = limnGa v~,~(x), where ~i,a(~) = 
~‘,[O](X) and a,,,+,(m) E T~[z)~,~](x); likewise, e,(x) = lirnnea V,(X), where 
Q(X) = Z’[O](X) and V,+r(X) = T[wJ(X). Setting zI = 0 in TJu](x) < T[u](x), 
we have ~r,a(x) ,( U,,(X) on 1. Now an induction argument, which utilizes the 
monotonicity of T and Tl , yields V&X) < Q(X) for all n. Taking limits as 
n + co, we have vi(~) < g(x) on 1. 
Theorem 3.1 has just been proved under the comparison assumptions (Cl-C,). 
Next we consider the problem BVP, , where again ~a(%, u), &a(~, u), and ha 
satisfy (R,) through (F4). Let gp(x) and ?J~(x), respectively, denote the minimal 
and maximal solutions in K to BVPa . 
Now we make comparison assumptions in which the inequalities in (C&) 
are reversed: 
(Cl) 12, 2 h; 
(CJ Y~(.Y, u) < T(X, u) on D, ; 
(es) h(x, 4 >f(r, u) on Q . 
Applying Theorem 3.1, we conclude immediately that g(x) < c~(x) and 
V(X) < @a(~) on 1. If  the functions in BVP are smooth enough to ensure a unique 
solution in K, we have &(x) ,( c(x) = C(X) < pa(x) on I. I f  V(X) denotes the 
unique solution in K to BVP, then V(X) E {$(x), C,(X)>. Since ?$(x) < Z(X) < 
pa(x), then 0 < V(X) - el(x) < C,(X) - @i(x) on 1, or I( v  - V; I/ < jj pZ - 5r jj. 
Similarly, [I g, - zi [I < Ij ~a - @t I[. Th us, pa and 2’1 are approximations to er, 
and we have a measure of how good they are. 
These approximations are of practical value in case BVP is intractable 
(whether smooth or discontinuous), while BVP, and BVP, have discontinuities 
which are simple enough (say, piecewise constant) that TJ~ and 6i can be computed 
easily. The example in the next section provides a simple illustration. 
3. EXAMPLE: APPROXIMATING A NONLINEARITY ABOVE AND BELOW BY 
STEP FUNCTIONS 
Consider the boundary value problem 
DE: zi’ + sgn, u + E#J(X, U) + (rra/4) sin(?rx/2) = 0 (0 < x < l), 
BC: ~(0) = ~‘(1) = 0, 
where E is a (small) positive constant, sgn, u denotes the step function with 
threshold (or “switching”) value p > 0 defined by 
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and $(x, u), defined for x ~1 and 0 < u < co, is nondecreasing in u for fised X: 
is piecewise continuous in (a, u) (in the sense of assumption (Fa)) on D, , for 
every p > 0, and satisfies 0 < $(x, U) < 1 on D, for every p > 0. 
If  we definef(x, U) by 
J(x, 24) = sgn, ZL + E&C, 21) + (G/4) sin(m/2), 
then the boundary value problem DE-BC has the form of BVP, given by 
Eqs. (I) and (2) in Section 1, with 
T(X, 24) = 1, m = IL? = 1, 12 = 0. 
Furthermore, if 
p 2 1 + E + (74) 
it may be seen that hypotheses (Ii&) and (F,-F,) are satisfied by DE-BC. 
Thus the existence results of Section 2 apply to DE-BC. There exist minimal 
and maximal solutions g(x) and ZZ(X) in K, attainable as the limits of appropriate 
iterative sequences. (Since Y(X, U) = 1 in DE-BC, our definition of solution 
requires U(X) to be continuously differentiable, and have a piecewise-continuous 
second derivative.) 
In general, explicit solutions are not obtainable. To construct approximations 
to the solution(s) of DE-BC, we introduce the differential equations 
DE,: U” +f&, U) = 0 (i = 1, 2), 
where 
fl(X, u) = sp, 24 + (a2/4) sin(37x,/2) 
and 
f2(x, 24) = sgn, u + E + (7?/4) sin(57x/2). 
Clearly for (x, ZL) E D, , fi(x, u) < f(x, u) < j2(x, u). 
The boundary value problems DE,-BC (zI = 1,2) are of the form BVP, , 
and again with p 3 1 + E + (z-/2) conditions (I?&) and (F@J are satisfied 
by both problems. Thus for i = 1 and 2 each problem DE,-BC has minimal 
and maximal solutions, gi and Go , in K. 
Furthermore, since the comparison conditions (C,-C,) and ((?&?a) are 
satisfied, we have for x E I 
where 2, and F are, respectively, the minimal and maximal solutions in K of 
DE-BC. 
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To simplify the discussion, we shall assume 
O<IcL<l, 
which ensures a unique solution for DE,-BC (i = 1, 2) in K (Lemma 4.1) 
(We remark in passing that there is a number p,, > 1 such that if 1 < p < p, 
problem DEr-BC has three solutions in K, while if (-I > f~o there is again ; 
unique solution. Results of a similar nature hold for DE,-BC. These assertion? 
can be proved by arguments similar to those used in the proof of Lemma 4.1.: 
The principal results of this section are the following. 
LEMMA 4.1. Suppose 0 < p < 1. Then each of the boundary value problem 
DE,-BC (i = 1, 2) I zas a unique solution vi(x) in K, given below by (6) and (8), 
respectively, in which the numbers xl , x2 are the respective roots (in 0 < x < 1) 
of the transcendental equations (7) and (9). 
Consequently, since vi = v$ = vi (i = 1,2), it follows from (4) that all 
solutions V(X) of DE-BC in K (the existence theory of Section 2 tells us there 
exists at least one) satisfy 
v&x) < v(x) < v&Y) (0 < x < 1). 
LEMMA 4.2. There is a constant k (depending on p) such that 
0 < v&x) - q(x) < ke (0 < x < 1). (5) 
We have immediately our 
MAIN RESULT. Suppose 0 < p < 1. Every solution v(x) of DE-BC in K 
is approximated uniformly (with an HYO’OY of order 6) by each of the functions vl(*~) 
and v~(x) given explicitly by (6) and (8), respectively. 
Lemma 4.2 yields also an “almost uniqueness” result: The graph of every 
solution of DE-BC in K lies within a “strip” in the X, v-plane of width ke. 
Proof of Lemma 4.1. Suppose v(x) is a solution of DE,-BC in K. Then v(x) 
is strictly increasing in X; in particular, v(l) = max,,I v(z). We claim v(1) > p. 
Suppose, on the contrary, that v(1) < p; then V(X) < p and sgn, V(X) = 0 
on I. Such a solution (said to be of “nonswitching” type) satisfies 
v” + (9/4) sin(rx/2) = 0 on I, and the only solution of this differential equation 
satisfying BC is V(X) = sin(nx/2). (N ow we require v”(x) to be continuous for 
0 < x < 1 because the equation contains no discontinuous term.) But then 
v(l) = 1 > p, which contradicts our assumption. 
Thus DE,-BC possesses no nonswitching solution (when 0 < p < 1). I f  it 
has a solution v(x) in K, then necessarily v(1) > p, in which case there exists 
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a number x1 , 0 < x1 < 1, a so-called “switching point,” such that I = p, 
and V(X) (a solution of “switching” type) satisfies 
7Y + (734) sin(m/2) = 0 for 0 <X <X1, 
21” + 1 + (G/4) sin(n.r/2) = 0 for s,<X<l. 
Writing down the general solutions to these equations on their respective 
intervals, then imposing the boundary conditions BC plus the continuity 
conditions v(x,-+) = z(xr-), ~zJ’(.x,+) = z)‘(N~-), we obtain 
Z$(X) = (1 - x1)x + sin y  , O<X<X, 
X2 
=-- 2 +x-!f&++iny, x1 < x < 1, 
while the switching condition v(x~) = TV yields the transcendental equation 
x - x2 + sin(3zX/2) = p 
for the determination of X~ . 
The multiplicity of the (distinct) roots x1 of (7) will give the number of 
(switching) solutions of DEr-BC in K. Let us write (7) in the form 
sin(?ix/2) = p - x + x2 sz g(x). 
I f  we draw the graphs of y  = sin(z+2) and of the (concave upward) parabola 
y  = g(&v), and note that g(l) = p < 1, it is evident that the graphs have exactly 
one point of intersection in the interval 1. (Indeed, 0 < x1 < 1.) Thus, when 
0 < p < 1 the boundary value problem DE,-BC has exactly one solution r~r(x) 
in K; it is of the switching type and is given by (6). 
A similar analysis of DE,-BC reveals that when 0 < p < 1 + c/2 (certainly 
when 0 < p < 1) there exists a unique solution Q(X) of DE,-BC in K, and it 
is of switching type. It has the form 
q(x) = --E $- f  (1 + E - x.& + sin y  , O<X<X2 
= -(l + e) -$ + (1 + .)x - g + sin 7, 
w 
x2 < x < 1, 
where xa is now the (unique) root in I of the transcendental equation 
sin(7rX/2) = p - (1 + e) n: + ((c/Z) -$ 1) 2;s. 
(-4gain, 0 < x2 < 1.) This completes the proof of Lemma 4.1. 
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Proof of Lemma 4.2. We shall show that 
0 < x1 - x2 < 16, 
where the constant 1 depends on p, then use this fact together with the represen- 
tations for nl(x) and ~ja(x) above to obtain (5). 
First, since vi(x) < us(x) for 0 < x < 1, .ui(xa) < zlg(xp) = p = rdl(xl). Thus, 
xp < xi . Since both x1 and x, lie in (0, I), and xa f xi (for the transcendental 
equations (7) and (9) can not have identical roots in (0, I)), then 0 < .lc., < x1 < 1. 
To show that j x1 - x, 1 = O(E), define 
c)(X) = sin z - g(x) = sin “x - P + x: _ ~2. 
2 2 
As shown above, Z/(X) = 0 has a single root, x = xi , in (0, 1). Since #(x) is 
negative for 0 < x < x1 and positive for xi < x < 1, #‘(xi) > 0. If #‘(x1) = 0 
(that is, the curves y = sin(z-x/2) and y = g(x) are tangent at x = x1) the 
opposite concavities of the two curves would imply that g( 1) = p > 1 = sin(rr/2), 
contradicting the assumption p < 1. Thus #‘(xi) > 0, and since p”(x) < 0 for 
O<x<l, 
f(x) > +(x1) > 0 for 0 < x < xi . 
Now substituting #(xi) = 0 and #(~a) = 4xa2/2 - xa) (see (9)) in the mean 
value theorem, 
#(Xl) - $qx*) = 16’(Lq(Xl - x2) (x2 < f < Xl) 
we get 
x1 - x, = (E/c&q) (.x2 - x,2/2). 
Then from 4’(Z) > #‘(xi) > 0 and max,(x - x2/2) = 4 it follows that 
0 < xl - x2 < k, where I = [2#‘(~r)]-~. 
Finally, to complete the proof, we use (6) and (8) to get bounds on v~(x) - wr(x) 
in each of the x-intervals [0, x,], [xa , .x1], [x1 , 11. From 0 < x, - x, < k, we 
find readily that for 0 < x ,< x2 and x1 < x < 1, 
0 < w,(x) - 7&x) < E + k. 
0 < w,(x) - z&x) = .(x - X2/2) + %(2x,x - x2 - x22). 
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We thus see that inequality (5) holds, with k = 1 -t 31/2. 
5. CLOSE A~PROSIWTXON; “ALMOST UNIQUENESS" 
Theorem 3.1 provides the error estimates 1) 0 - 8x (1 ,< /j sfz - @I [J and 
il vz. - v// < j[ pa - ‘iI I/, but does not guarantee that 11 -zr, - @r jJ is small. The 
example in the previous section illustrates how this can be guaranteed in a 
specific simple case. To derive general results (using our methods) where the 
error can be shown to be small, we must place much more restrictive conditions 
on the nonlinear terms appearing in the problems. 
Consider now BVP, (see the beginning of Section 3) under the following 
hypotheses on ?a(~, zc), js(~, u), and k, : 
~s(x, g) satisfies (RI) and (I&); 
~s(x, zl) is continuous on ([?, fj+l) x [0, p], with a continuous exten- 
sion to [(j , cj+,] X [0, p], for 0 <:j <P; 
I[r3(.x, u)]-’ - [r.J,x, v)J-l 1 < /? 1 u - ZI j for (3c‘, ZL) and (x, V) in D, , 
where /3 is a positive real number; 
f&, 21) satisfies (F,), (Fa), and (FJ (with k replaced by hg); 
fs(r, ZL) is continuous on (~j, &+r) x [0, p], with a continuous exten- 
sion to [~.$j, fj+J X [0, p], for 0 <j <p; 
lfs(x, .u) -x3(x, v)l < 01 ( u - TJ j for (x, u) and (x, V) in D, , where a 
is a positive real number; 
iif -fsII G c; 
11 r--I - 7-31 !j < E; 
jlz--lz3j GE; 
In b%-40), E is a positive real number, and for a function g(x, u), 
[( g (1 = sup 1 g(x, Zl)\ for (X, u) E D, . 
Assumptions (AI-A,) imply that BYE’s has a solution in K. Moreover, (A& 
(A& and (A,) guarantee that this solution is unique. (Uniqueness is shown by 
5osj26/2-8 
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constructing the relevant integral operator T, and verifying that it is a contrac- 
tion mapping.) 
Let na(x) denote the unique solution in K to BVP, , and let n(x) be any solution 
in K to B\‘P. 
THEOREM 5.1. Thefimctions v(x) and’ ZJ~(X) &$j‘er by an anwunt wlzich is O(E); 
more precisely, 11 z’ - v3 ]I < BE, where tl is a positive real number (dependirzg on 
h f  3,y3, 3, and 6) which decreases as E + 0. 
Proof. The integral equations equivalent to BVP and BVP3 are 
and 
Sk? 
~3’3(4 = h, !)3Cs> ~3(s)) ds + j 
j,’ f3(s, ‘O3b)) dF do @ E I) 
0 T3(% ~3W) 
respectively. Thus, 
where by definition 
I 44 - 7J3Wl < El + m-4, (10) 
Subtracting and adding h sif3(s, v(s)) d s and h sif3(s, v3(s)) ds yields 
El G I h I llf-f3 II + I h I a II v - 7~3 II + I h - h3 I U-3 I/ 
< da + ah II z’ - 7~3 II + E IIfs IO 
(12) 
where we have used (A,), (A,), and the fact that j h I = h 3 0. 
Similarly, we add and subtract [~(a, TI(u))]-1 st,fa(s, n(s)) ds, [~(a, v(o))]-’ x 
Jtf3(s, 713(s)) ds and [y3(u, ~(~)>l-~ Jif3(s, ~~(4) 6 to obtain 
1 [~(a, +W1 jh, $4) ds - E3(u, 7~3(4>1-’ j1f3(s, 2’3(s)) ds / 
0 LI 
< m-% s Ids + 0 nclo: j; I +) - ~3(4I ds + E llf3 II j’ ds D 
+~llf31111~-~,ll~1ds (0 Go< 1). 0 
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Integrating this inequality from u = 0 to 0 = x gives 
Using (12) and (13) in (lo), then taking a supremum over X, we have 
Fulling terms in I/ r~ - z1a 11 to the left side and noting that (A,) implies 
Iz < Iz, + E, we obtain 
// 2’ - z13 !j < 43 1i.h // + w-l + 2h, + 26)(2 - /3 !;f3 jl - 77-b - 2ah, - ~CXLE)-~ 
= Be. 
Clearly, d has the properties described in the statement of Theorem 5.1, the 
proof of which is now complete. 
This theorem gives an estimate on how well r:3 can be approximated by a 
solution to BVP, or vice versa. While a satisfying quantitative result is obtained, 
a high price is paid in the smoothness conditions which must be imposed on 
r3 andf, . 
It is of interest to note that Theorem 5.1 also provides an “almost uniqueness” 
result for BVP. Let C(X) and e(x) be the minimal and maximal s801utions in K 
to BVP. Suppose functions ~a and f3 exist such that (-A,--l,,) hold, with ha 
taken to be Iz (for the sake of simplicity). Then Theorem 5.1 implies I/ ti - g /I < 
/I -5 - 2ra ii + // ~a - v  // < 28~. Hence, if the nonlinear terms in BVP are “almost 
smooth” functions in the sense that (A,iZ,,) hold for some functions ~a and f3 , 
then solutions in K to BVP are “almost unique” in the sense that 
I/ i3 - g I/ = O(c). 
6. DEPENDENCE ON PARAMETERS AND NONLINEAR EIGEKVALUE PROBLEMS 
We now consider BVP when the nonlinear term f is allowed to depend on 
a real variable h. We study the dependence of solutions to RVP on the parameters 
18 and X and derive various smoothness properties of this dependence. The 
general results are then applied to nonlinear eigenvalue problems for BVP. 
Consider the following boundary value problem, denoted by BVP(~, h): 
(r(x, u)u’)’ +f(x, u, A) = 0 
BTT(hy x) L(0) - hr(0, u(0)) u’(0) = 0, 
(0 < x < 1) 
u’(l) = 0. 
All assumptions and conventions stated in Section 2 are to hold, with the 
exceptions of (Fr) through (FJ. 
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Let h* and h* be positive real numbers, and let H = [0, h*], A = [0, A*].. 
We replace (F,-F,) by the conditions: 
(F,‘) f(~, zc, h) is defined on D, x fl, and a(~) = J-~.(s, 0,O) ds > 0 for 
O<zc<l; 
(F,‘) for fixed h E fl, f(~, u, h) is a continuous function of (x, U) for 
(X> 4 6 (& > &+1> x (P-LIC 7 PLrz+d, with a continuous extension to 
[fj I &+J X be , pk+J, for 0 <j <A 0 < fz d 4; further, f(~, u, 4 
is a continuous function of h for h E fl, uniformly in (x, U) for (x, u) E D, ; 
(Fs’) for fixed x ~1, 0 < u1 < ua ,( p and 0 < & < /\a < h* imply that 
f(& % ,u < f(? u2 , 4); 
Pa’) (h* + *z-T .f: j:f(s, P, A*> A du < P. 
For fixed (h, X) E H x fl, all the previous results apply. Thus, there exist 
functions g(x; h, h) and C(X; A, h) which are minimal and maximal solutions, 
respectively, in K to BVP(h, A); moreover, there are monotone iteration schemes 
for generating these functions. 
Let (h, , h,) and (ha , ha) belong to H x fl, and let (lz, , X,) < (/~a, X,) (i.e., 
?z, < h, and h, < X,). By (Fa’), we see that fr(x, zr) E f(~, u, h,) < f(~, u, ha) = 
fa(x, u). Applying Theorem 3.1 (the comparison theorem), we see that 
&; h, , A,) < _u(x; 4 , h,) and 4~; h, , X,) < E(X; h, , X,) for all x ~1. Hence, 
the minimal and maximal solutions in K to BVP(h, X) are nondecreasing func- 
tions of the parameters h and h. 
We now derive some smoothness properties of the functions g and Al in 
their dependence on h and X. 
Let P denote the product set (0, h*) x (0, A*). 
It is convenient first to study the sequences {~(x; lz, rf (l/n), & & (l/n))) 
and (~(2; h, & (l/n), X, i- (l/n))), where (h, , ha) E P, and 12 is so large that 
(4 zt W), 4 zk (l/n)) E p. 
LEMMA 6.1. If  (h, , A,,) E P, then 
lim u 
n-tm - i . 
X; h, - i , A, - i) 
arzd lim,,, 11(x; h, + (l/n), X, + (l/n)) = i5(x; h, , A,); moreoaer, each limit 
function is a solution in K to BVP(h, , A,,). 
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Proof. We establish the results only for g, those involving E following in 
a similar fashion. 
For convenience let us write hnL = h, & (l/n), h,* = X, * (l/n), gn*(x) = 
2&c; 12,-t, Apt*). 
Since (h,-, X,-) E P for n large enough, _u,-(x) is a solution to 
It is easily seen from (14) that the sequence {z(.~-(x)> is equilipschitzian in X, 
with common Lipschitz constant m-l supDEI J-if(~, p, X*) ds, and uniformly 
bounded. Since h,- < h;+l < h,,. and h,,- < Xi+, < X, , Theorem 3.1 implies 
that E*-(X) < _u;+i(~) < EJ(X; h, , X,). Applying the Ascoli-Arzela Theorem 
(e.g., see [13]) and using the monotonicity in IE, we see that (gn-(x)} converges 
uniformly, and monotonically, to some limit function $(x) such that +(x) < 
g(x; ho, A,) on I. 
We now want to show that +(x) is a solution to BVP(h, , X,). Using the fact 
that Ed- is a solution to (14), we have 
Since {E~-(JL’)} converges to C(X) on 1, uniformly in X, we need only show that 
each difference of integrals on the right side goes to zero as n -+ 00, to conclude 
that C(X) is a solution to BVP(h, , ho). A straightforward modification of 15, 
Lemma 4], which takes into account the fact that f(~, u, X) is continuous in A, 
uniformly in (.x, .u), shows that these differences do indeed tend to zero as 
?a-+ 00. 
Thus, d(x) is a solution in K to BVP(h, , $), so that ~(s; ho , X,) < 4(x). M’e 
have shown above that C(X) < ~(x; h, , &,). Therefore c$(x) = ~(x; h, , A,). 
The fact that #(x) = lim.n+r, gn+( 5 exists and is a solution in K to BVP(h, , .Q m) 
follows in the same way. Since for each n, g(x; h, , &,) < u.?,T(x), we have 
$s; ho, &) < t\(x). In this case the converse inequality is not obtainabie, and 
we can conclude only that ~(x; ho, X0) < G(X) < 27(x; h, , A,). 
From Lemma 6.1 it is easy to derive continuous dependence results for 
~(x; h, , A,) and E(X; h, , X,) using the sequences g,-(x) and gn+(x) and the 
monotonic behavior of ZJ(X; h, X) and $3~; h, X) in their dependence on h sand h. 
We state these as follows, omitting the proofs. 
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THEOREM 6.2. Let (ho , A,) E P. Then us (h, A) -+ (h, , A,) 
and 
lim u(x; h, 4 = qx; h, ) A(j) for (h, A) > (ho ) A,), 
uniformly in x. In particular, zL(x; h, ) A) + zl(x; h, ) A,) as A -+ A,-, 
zc(x; 12, ho) - g(r; h, , A()) as h --f ho--, qx; ho , A) -+ a@; ho , ho) as h 3 Aof, 
and qx; h, Ao) -+ qx; ho , Ao) as h -3 ho+. 
Theorem 6.2 shows that _u(x; h, A) is continuous from below in h and A, 
while J(x; h, A) is continuous from above in h and A. 
THEOREM 6.3. Let (h, , A,,) E P 6 e such that B VP(h, , A,) has a unique solution, 
say u(x; h, , A,). Then every solution of BVP(h, A) in K converges to u(x; ho ,A& 
us (h, A) + (h, , A,,), uniformly fey x E 1. 
Remark. If  we identify u(x; ha , A,) and G(X; ha, A,,) in Theorem 6.2, it 
seems that Theorem 6.3 is an immediate consequence. This is not true, however, 
since ~(x; h, A) -+ _u(N; h, , A,) as (A, A) --+ (12, , A,) with (h, A) < (hO , A,) and 
z+(x; h, A) -+ ZC(X; h, , A,) as (h, A) -+ (h, , ha) with (h, A) > (ha , A,). Theorem 6.3 
has no such restrictions; thus we might have (h, A) -+ (h, , A,) in Theorem 6.3 
with h > h, and h < A, , so that (Iz, A) 4 (h, , A,) and (h, A) > (h, , &,). 
It should be noted that all the results above have counterparts when Aa = 0 
or A* and/or h, = 0 or k*, the only new consideration being that we can only 
take one-sided limits. 
We now apply the preceding results to study the following eigenvalue problem, 
denoted by EVP: 
Evp (4% 44 + f(% 4 + k(x, u) = 0 
I 
(0 < x < l), 
u(0) - hr(0, u(O)) u’(O) = 0, U’(1) = 0, 
where A > 0. We shall restrict our attention to the case where k is held constant, 
and replace (F4) by the assumption: 
(h + m-l) 1’ [‘f (s, p) ds du < p. 
0 0 
Note that the inequality in (Fz) is strict. 
The functionsf(x, U) and g(z, ZL) are both assumed to satisfy (Pi-F,). Certainly 
then for every A* > 0, f  (.x”, U) + hg(x, U) satisfies (F,‘), (Pa’), and (Pa’). 
Since h si J-tg(s, p) d s d (5 + a3 as X -+ co, there exists a finite A* > 0 such 
that X*(/z + m-l) si J-t g(s, p) ds do = p - (h + m-l) st si.f(~, p) ds du. (The 
right-hand side is positive because of (FI;).) Thus, if h* is replaced by h in (F,‘) 
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we see that f(x, IL) + hg(x, u) satisfies (I?,‘-F,‘) for 0 < X < A*’ < or. The 
following corolIaries are now immediate. 
COROLLARY 6.4. For each h E A, EVP has positive, strictly increasing solutions 
which lie ix (24(x; A), U(x; A)); moreover, there nre monotone iteration schemes fol 
generatkg $3~‘; A) and E(X; A), which themselves are soldons in K to EVP. 
COROLLARY 6.5. For A, E A, limA,,~O- zl(x; A) = -u(x; A,,) (p?-oaided X, > O), 
a& lim,,, ” + U(x; A) = E(x; A,) (provided A, < A*), the convergemze being uniform 
in x on 1. 
COROLLARY 6.6. If EVP has a unique solution in K fo?, A, E A, the?1 every 
solution in K to E VP converges to U(N; A,), unifomly in x on I, as X -+ A, S 
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